IAMBEE is a web server designed for the Identification of Adaptive Mutations in Bacterial Evolution Experiments (IAMBEE). Input data consist of genotype information obtained from independently evolved clonal populations or strains that show the same adapted behavior (phenotype). To distinguish adaptive from passenger mutations, IAMBEE searches for neighborhoods in an organism-specific interaction network that are recurrently mutated in the adapted populations. This search for recurrently mutated network neighborhoods, as proxies for pathways is driven by additional information on the functional impact of the observed genetic changes and their dynamics during adaptive evolution. In addition, the search explicitly accounts for the differences in mutation rate between the independently evolved populations. Using this approach, IAMBEE allows exploiting parallel evolution to identify adaptive pathways. The web-server is freely available at http://bioinformatics.intec.ugent.be/iambee/ with no login requirement.
INTRODUCTION
In clonal systems, genotype-phenotype mapping is a popular technique to study the molecular mechanisms underlying complex phenotypes (1) (2) (3) or evolutionary principles (e.g. epistasis (4) (5) (6) , clonal interactions (7, 8) etc). Clonal populations that independently acquired the same adaptive phenotype are genotyped in order to identify the alterations, causal to the commonly adapted phenotype (referred to as drivers or adaptive mutations). Such populations can be obtained through either natural or experimental evolution (2, (9) (10) (11) .
Clonal evolution starts from a single clone cultivated for prolonged periods of time in predefined selective conditions. During this period of time, natural selection favors genetic changes (SNPs/indels hereafter referred to as mutations) that confer a benefit in the chosen condition leading to improved phenotypes (11) . Clones carrying these selected adaptive mutations will undergo a selective sweep: mutations causal to the adaptive phenotype increase in frequency and eventually become fixed in the population. However, not all high frequency variants fixed in the evolved population are causal: neutral or slightly deleterious mutations also hitchhike to fixation. Distinguishing the adaptive or driver mutations from the hitchhiking or passenger mutations is a non trivial problem. In addition, increased mutation rates in the population elicited by the presence of hypermutation phenotypes results in an increased ratio of passengers to adaptive mutations, further complicating the identification of adaptive mutations (12, 13) .
To facilitate the identification of driver mutations the information gained from multiple independently evolved populations is exploited: genes that are mutated in multiple parallel evolved populations are more likely to be adaptive (3, 11, 14) . Relying on such recurrency analysis (14, 15) is not trivial, because the relatively low number of parallel samples decreases the power of the analysis. That is why the 'recurrence' with which a gene is observed to be mutated in the independently evolved populations is leveraged with additional information e.g. on the functional impact of the mutations (3, 16) or, on the dynamics of mutations during evolution (e.g. whether the frequency increase of a mutation in a population (selective sweep) can be associated with a concomittant increase in the adaptive phenotype) (17) .
However, in clonal systems just relying on the identification of 'mutational recurrence' in a set of parallel evolved W152 Nucleic Acids Research, 2019, Vol. 47 , Web Server issue populations does not always allow identifying adaptive mutations. Indeed, complex phenotypes originate by interfering with one or more causal pathways. As the same pathway can become altered in different ways, independent populations that acquired the same adaptive phenotype might all affect the same pathways but not necessarily by interfering with the same genes (14, 17, 18) . As a result, the recurrence of an adaptive mutation does not have to be high in independently evolved populations and it is often difficult to identify rarely mutated drivers based on mutational recurrence. Searching for recurrently mutated pathways rather than genes increases the power of the analysis: in a set of independently evolved populations the chance of finding a pathway being recurrently mutated is higher than finding an individual gene being recurrently mutated (18) (19) (20) (21) .
Hence clonal genotype-phenotype mapping can benefit from approaches that exploit parallelism between independently evolved populations at pathway rather than at single gene level. Network-based methods are promising in this regard (22) . By searching in a network scaffold for recurrently mutated network neighborhoods as proxies for molecular pathways, they obviate the need of using predefined pathways (22) . The used network scaffolds, in which nodes represent genes and the edges the interactions between the genes to drive their analysis are derived from available interaction databases (KEGG, Reactome etc.)
Network-based driver identification has been successfully applied in larger cancer genomics studies (18, 20, 21, 23) . However, their applicability in the context of clonal microbial evolution is limited as they require a relatively large number of samples (number of independently evolved populations) and do not exploit the additional information on mutational dynamics during evolution that is typically available in the context of experimental evolution studies.
Hence, to facilitate the identification of adaptive mutations/pathways, we developed IAMBEE-web. IAMBEE-web is a generic tool that can in principle be applied to any clonal system, but it is designed to accommodate the specific information that is available in the context of experimental evolution studies. The algorithm underlying IAMBEE is described in Swings et al. (17) .
METHODOLOGY
IAMBEE-web is compatible with any up to date internet browser. The web server's documentation provides detailed guidelines on how to perform the analysis, tune the parameters and interpret the results. The service is freely accessible. Based on the job name and description a unique space is created inside the server on which the user can upload data in real time and track the progress of the analysis.
IAMBEE starts from the genotype information obtained from populations that independently acquired the same adaptive phenotype. The algorithm underlying IAMBEEweb is based on a probabilistic pathfinding approach (19, 24, 25) . It uses a topology weighted network prior for the organism of interest to search for network neighborhoods that are affected in multiple parallel evolved populations ( Figure 1 ). These neighborhoods are proxies for adaptive pathways. Prior to running IAMBEE a topology weighted interaction network is derived from the prior interaction scaffold. Hereto a sigmoidal function is used which downweights edges originating from large hubs while avoiding to penalize interactions involving nodes with low out-degrees (see help file for detailed information). Such correction is needed to avoid biasing the search for relevant subnetworks towards hubs and their neighboring nodes.
Algorithmically, IAMBEE proceeds in two steps. In a first step, called the pathfinding step all genes with at least one mutation in any of the independently evolved populations are mapped on a topology-weighted interaction network. The topology weighting accounts for the negative impact of hubs during the analysis (17) . In this pathfinding step, all possible paths that originate from an aberrant gene in a population and end in any other gene mutated in another population are enumerated and given a probability which reflects the degree of belief that the path is associated with the adaptive phenotype ( Figure 1) . A path is defined as a series of consecutive edges in the interaction network. However, as enumerating all possible paths is computationally too expensive only the N-best paths with the highest probabilities are enumerated. The probability of a single path depends on the topology-based weights of the edges that define the path, combined with a weighting of the path based on the 'relevance' of the start and stop genes that make up the path. The latter is derived from additional information on the functional impact of the mutations occurring in these genes and their dynamics during evolution (see below). The total set of N-best paths (together with their nodes and edges) are used as input in the optimization step.
During the second optimization step, the algorithm searches for a collection of highly probable paths that connect as many as possible mutations occurring in different populations. It does this while selecting as few as possible edges. By imposing the latter constraint, the algorithm is forced to select paths with overlapping edges and hence focuses on neighborhoods in the interaction network that are recurrently mutated in the different populations ( Figure 1) .
IAMBEE defines the path probabilities in such a way that they can also reflect additional information that is relevant in prioritizing adaptive mutations. This includes the fact that mutations that increase in frequency in the population during a selective sweep are more likely to be adaptive. In addition, adaptive mutations are expected to have a larger predicted functional impact than neutral mutations. It also makes sense to assume that because of their relatively larger accumulation of passengers, populations with higher mutation rates contribute relatively less information to the identification of recurrently mutated network neighborhoods than populations with a lower mutation rate. Including this extra information through the path probabilities allows maximally exploiting all information contained in an experimental evolution set up to optimally steer the search for recurrently mutated network neighborhoods.
INPUT
IAMBEE requires an interaction network to drive its analysis. Such network is a representation of all available knowledge on interactions between molecular entities in the organism of interest. For model organisms this interaction information is available in specialized databases (Reactome The input consists of a genome wide interaction network of the organism of interest and sequence data obtained from parallel evolved populations (each parallel population is indicated with a different color). Variant calling allows detecting for each population its variants (referred to as the mutant). Extra information on the 'functional impact' of each variant (larger functional impact is indicated with a darker coloring) and the frequency increase of the variants during the sweep are optional. The frequency increase together with the mutation rate of the different populations can also be estimated by IAMBEE from the VCF files. All genes with at least one mutation in any of the independently evolved populations are mapped on a topology-weighted interaction network. The functional impact and/or the frequency increase and/or the mutation rate of the population carrying the variant are used to assign to each gene (network nodes) a relevance score (reflecting the potential relevance of the node for the acquired phenotype). The degree of shading of the nodes is indicative of their relevance score. In this pathfinding step the N-best paths are enumerated that originate from an aberrant gene in a population and end in any other gene mutated in another population (indicated by the gene pairs). The probability of a path depends on the topology-based weights of the edges that define the path, combined with a weighting of the path that is based on the 'relevance scores' of the start and stop genes that make up the path. The subsequent optimization step operates on the collection of edges/nodes composing the N-Best paths selected during the pathfinding step. The optimization algorithm searches in this collection of preselected nodes/edges for highly probable paths that connect as many as possible mutations occurring in different populations using the least number of edges (referred to as the highest scoring subnetwork). This results in recurrently mutated neighborhoods that are a proxy of adaptive pathways (indicated by the shaded area).
(26), KEGG (27) ). For less studied species STRING provides a useful resource. IAMBEE provides an automatic download for interaction networks available in STRING (28) . The interaction network is provided by the network file. This file also allows specifying the molecular level of the interactions (transcriptional, signaling etc.) and their directionalities. To avoid excessive running times and spurious predictions, it is advisable to use a well curated, not too overconnected network.
Next to the interaction network IAMBEE also requires the genotypic information for each of the independently evolved populations. Genotypic information is provided in the mutation file, which minimally requires for each population the called variants with respect to the reference sequence, together with an indication of the position and ID of the gene to which the variants can be mapped. In the context of an evolution experiment the reference sequence ideally corresponds to the genomic sequence of the ancestral clone. One can choose to sequence the entire adapted population or individually adapted clones. The latter is suboptimal as it obviates deriving information on the 'frequency increase' of a called variant during evolution. When using population sequencing, the used variant caller should allow for calling the less frequent variants and for estimating their frequency in the population. Functional impact scores can be obtained from SIFT (29) as explained in the help file.
Users can choose to leave out synonymous mutations all together as they are unlikely to have a functional impact and might increase the signal to noise ratio in the data (ratio of adaptive versus passenger mutations).
The 'frequency increase' refers to the degree with which a mutation increases in the population during a selective sweep. To derive the frequency increase, sequence data should for each independently evolved population ideally be available for two time points during experimental evolution, one time point prior to the selective sweep and one after the sweep (i.e. the adapted population). If only the data of the adapted population are available, the increase can be estimated relative to the ancestral strain/population. The user can himself add the information on the frequency increase to the mutation file or alternatively upload the VCF files of the sequenced populations to enable IAMBEE deriving the frequency increase of each of the called variants.
In addition, the user can choose whether or not to account for differences in mutation rates between the studied populations when searching for adaptive pathways. If this option is switched on IAMBEE first identifies populations with significantly higher mutation rates using the modified Z-score for outlier detection based on the number of mutations present in each of the populations (see Swings et al. (17) ). From this modified Z-score a population specific-correction factor is calculated. The correction factor intrinsically assigns a relatively lower value to outlier populations if a larger number of independent populations are available, hereby largely reducing the effects of populations with high mutation rates to reduce noise when a large number of independent populations is present. When only a limited number of independent populations is available, the correction factor will be relatively higher, as in that case also the populations with larger mutation rates are needed to exploit parallelism (as so few populations are available). The net effect of the correction is that mutated genes originating from a highly mutated population will receive a relatively lower relevance score and hence will less affect the outcome of the optimization.
All of the above mentioned additional information on the impact of mutations, their frequency increase and the mutation rate of the populations from which the variants are originating weight the impact variants will have on the final solution. Providing this additional Information is optional. However, the information will reduce the search space and steer the search towards a more biologically relevant solution, especially if only a low number of independent populations is available. In some cases the algorithm might not be able to converge without this extra information.
PARAMETERS
Applying IAMBEE requires setting some running parameters: defaults are provided for all parameters. The 'N-best paths' parameter relates to the aforementioned pathfinding step. As enumerating all possible paths originating from an aberrant gene in a population and ending in any other gene mutated in another population is computationally too expensive, only the N-best paths with the highest probabilities that connect the respective aberrant genes in a pair will be considered. Increasing the number of best paths allows for a more accurate estimation of the probability that a path exists between two nodes of interest but takes longer. As IAMBEE uses a stochastic optimization procedure, repeating the algorithm with the same parameters will give slightly different results. The 'number of repeats' refers to the number of times the optimization step is repeated. Increasing the number of repeats increases the chance of finding the most optimal solution but comes at the expense of a higher computational cost. The optimization tries to connect as many mutated gene pairs as possible through paths over the interaction network using the least number of edges. This optimization is achieved by receiving a 'reward' for each pair of mutated genes that gets connected through a path and adding a penalty for each edge that is used to compose the path. The latter penalty is imposed by the 'cost parameter'. The larger the cost, the more the addition of edges in the connecting paths is penalized during optimization. Increasing the cost will favor a solution with less edges and decreases the size of the inferred subnetwork. As we observed that edges or nodes detected in a subnetwork obtained with a high cost are mostly also contained in solutions obtained at a lower cost, the cost parameter provides a way to balance between sensitivity and precision. Hence, performing a sweep over the cost parameter allows assigning a weight to the edges or nodes reflecting their signal strength in the data. Edges or nodes that are already detected at the higher cost represent the more pronounced and hence more reliable signals in the data and will be assigned respectively a higher weight (for edges) or a higher rank (for nodes). The user can either use the default values or tune the range of the sweep manually. If preferred the user can run the algorithm with just one value for the cost parameter. The network size is a mere visualization parameter which determines the maximal size of the network that will be visualized. This parameter does not affect the algorithm.
RESULTS
Using the input data, IAMBEE maps the mutational information from independently evolved populations on an interaction network and searches for network neighborhoods that are affected in multiple evolved populations (Figure 2 ). These recurrently affected network neighborhoods are proxies for adaptive pathways. IAMBEE outputs these neighborhoods in different formats (e.g. SIF, XG-MML, TXT and JS/HTML) for download and further analysis in for example Cytoscape. The inferred subnetwork can also be visualized in IAMBEE-web. In this visualization genes are nodes and edges the interactions between the genes of the selected network neighborhoods. The edges in the network visualization are colored according to the information on the interaction types provided in the interaction file. The directionality of the edge, if provided is indicated by an arrowed edge. If a sweep is performed over the cost parameter, a single network will be visualized that merges the results obtained at each cost parameter. This merged network is the non-redundant union of the network neighborhoods recovered at each cost parameter. Edges with a higher weight are recovered at more stringent cost parameter values and hence are more reliable.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2019, Vol. 47 , Web Server issue W155 Figure 2 . Adaptive pathways involved in ethanol tolerance. The colored segments surrounding each node indicate the populations in which the node (gene) was mutated. In total 16 parallel populations were analyzed, each indicated with a different color. If a gene was affected in multiple populations, it contains multiple colored segments. Genes involved in DNA repair, osmotic stress and amino acid biosynthesis are indicated in orange boxes. The edges in the network visualization are colored according to the interaction type they represent; each function of the interaction is explained in the legend. The edge width depicts the relevance of the edge to the phenotype (as determined by the sweep on the edge cost parameter). This weight is assigned to the edges based on the maximum edge cost for which they are still included in an optimal subnetwork. More reliable edges will have a smaller width.
CASE STUDY
To illustrate the workflow, a first example analysis was performed using the data obtained from Swings et al. (17) : 16 independent Escherichia coli MG1655 populations were experimentally evolved under increasing ethanol concentrations. Their fitness assessed by measuring their growth at elevated ethanol concentrations was traced over time. The fitness trajectories for all 16 populations show selective sweeps between 6% and 6.5% ethanol tolerance. To identify which mutations were responsible for this sudden increase in ethanol tolerance, the populations sampled right before and after this selective sweep were sequenced. Read mapping against the reference genome (ASM584v2 -Ensembl) was performed using BWA V0.7.17 (30) , variants were called using LoFreQ V2.1.3.1 (31) . All mutations were mapped to the corresponding genes and the SIFT4G-annotator (29) was used to obtain their functional impact. IAMBEE was run with default parameters using for each mutation its functional impact score and its frequency increase during the sweep. The impact of mutated genes on the analysis was corrected for the mutation rate of the population in which they occurred.
The used network was constructed by compiling interactions from KEGG, RegulonDB and STRING (Swings et al. (17) , network available in the tab Download Networks on the website). The retrieved subnetwork (or recurrently affected network neighborhood) is displayed in Figure 2 . One of the prioritized network components consists of genes involved in DNA repair (mutS, mutL and mutH), Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER), (uvrA, uvrB, uvrC and uvrD) . Finding mutations in DNA repair systems is in line with the increased mutation rates that were observed in this evolution experiment (32) . In addition, part of the retrieved subnetwork could be associated with adaptation to higher ethanol concentrations e.g. the genes encoding the multidrug efflux pumps (mdtF), or the genes involved in amino acid biosynthesis (metE, metG, metH, purT and purL) and osmotic stress response (envZ and ompR) (for a full de-scription see reference (17) ). Figure 2 also illustrates that all strains that acquired the same tolerance phenotype display adaptive mutations in the same pathways, but not always through the same gene. This emphasizes the necessity of using network-based methods to enable the identification of adaptive mutation/pathways. This case study shows that, despite the increased mutation rate in these experiments and the concomitantly high ratio of passengers versus adaptive mutations IAMBEE was able to successfully identify pathways involved in the observed adapted phenotype. A second example in yeast based on the study of Jerison et al. (33) is provided in the help file.
DISCUSSION
IAMBEE is a web-service that allows performing networkbased identification of adaptive pathways in clonal systems. Despite being applicable to the analysis of any type of clonal system, our web service contains unique features that specifically facilitate the analysis of microbial evolution experiments.
It exploits parallel evolution to search in an interaction network for network neighborhoods recurrently mutated in different independently evolved samples. 'Rare' causal mutations that cannot be prioritized based on observed 'recurrence' can indirectly be recovered because they are a member of the prioritized network neighborhoods. In addition, the identified network neighborhoods are proxies for adaptive pathways. Hence, network-based methods differ from recurrence-based methods in prioritizing entire pathways rather than individual genes. The pathway view provides insight in the molecular mechanism underlying the adaptive phenotype. In addition, after having identified different adaptive pathways with IAMBEE one could trace back through the population specific mutation data whether the pathways are hit across the different populations in a conserved order or whether the presence of a mutation in a certain adaptive pathway excludes mutations in another pathway (mutually exclusivity (17) ). Such analysis allows studying epistasis, not only at the gene but also at the pathwaylevel.
DATA AVAILABILITY
IAMBEE-web is available by using the link: http:// bioinformatics.intec.ugent.be/iambee/
